OVERVIEW

With the ambitious INDC given by countries in COP 21 in Paris, there is the emergence of many new instruments for achieving that. The size of the low carbon economy expanded with increasing investment in climate mitigating activities. In this context, sustainable finance (also known as carbon and green finance) plays a crucial role in financing these activities. This course will provide a basic understanding of the concept of climate finance, the development, opportunities, challenges in the global and Indian contexts. It will also cover practical experience on financing in clean energy technology and newer policy instruments like a green bond. The course will also cover the perspective of all stakeholders, i.e., firms, policy makers, regulators, investors, and insurance providers.
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COURSE CONTENTS

• Sustainable finance in Global context – Cross country experiences and Implication for India
• The Carbon market
• Clean Technology investment in India
• Climate policies in India- Goals, Instruments, Institutions, Regulation and Insurance
• Green Bond Trends Globally &amp;amp; Policy frameworks which help (Special emphasis on Developing Countries).
• Green Bonds to fund Climate Resilience – with special reference to Renewable Energy in India financed by Bonds
• Economic Cost of carbon
• Carbon disclosure – integrated Financial and Carbon reporting - global approaches, India’s status
• Green Buildings and Capital Market linkage
• Shared Learning on topics like Practical challenges with investments and Efficiency of low carbon projects and companies in India

WHO MAY BENEFIT

• Senior managers, executives &amp;amp; directors working or interested in the low carbon economy
• Carbon Managers and Accountants
• Green/Clean energy, Green/Clean tech entrepreneurs.
• Investors and fund managers
• Policy makers and implementers
• Academicians and Researchers

KEY INFO

Two days course

₹15,000 inclusive of GST

10th &amp; 11th April 2020

Seminar Room, 2nd Floor, Jalvihar Guest House

Have a question? Call +91 75067 27060
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